
WISCONSIN FIELD DIRECTOR CONSORTIUM MEETING MINUTES 
4/19/07   

9:00 A.M.- 12:00 P.M. 
Chula Vista Resort 

 
Participants:  Janet Wimmer – UW-Oshkosh; Loretta Larkey – UW-Greenbay; Chuck 
Zastrow – Aurora College @ William’s Bay; Mary Weeden – Aurora College @ William’s 
Bay; Sandy Peterson – Loyola @ Carthage College; Linda Noer – Carthage College; 
Jennifer Anderson-Meger – Viterbo University; Mike Wallace – UW-Whitewater; Jeanne 
Wagner – UW-Milwaukee 
 
I. Announcements 
 

A.  The UW-Whitewater undergraduate program now has 300 Undergraduate 
students.  The Whitewater campus is currently under major renovation; Two 
Deans have recently left and the current Chancellor is also scheduled to leave. 
 
B. Aurora College @ George Williams has 50 graduate students with a Fall 2007 
enrollment of 65 for their weekend MSW Program. 
 
C. UW-Oshkosh has 45 students. 
 
D. Loyola @ Carthage College has 80 students.  Their Field Coordinator is 

based out of the Chicago campus. 
 

II. Clinical Field Placements – Chuck Zastro provided information on a recent     
meeting with the WI Licensing Board that approves applicants applying for licensure 
and certification.  There are five people on the Licensing Board.  One of the members, 
George Kamp, is an LCSW.  There is also an attorney who provides advice and 
direction related to legal interpretation of the law that governs this departmental 
function.   The interpretation of what constitutes a “clinical” placement is very strict.  The 
primary function of the program, where the practicum is completed, has to be mental 
health services which utilize the DSM in diagnosis and treatment of clients.  Additionally, 
students need to have taken two courses in theory and practice and they must have 
passed the Advanced Practice Social Work exam. The 3000 post-MSW clinical hours 
must also be completed in a “primary clinical setting.”  Wisconsin allegedly has 
reciprocity with Illinois related to the LCSW licensure. 
 
III. Social Workers in School and Hospitals – There was significant discussion 
about the social work positions in schools and hospitals being eliminated due to fiscal 
issues.  It was suggested that we communicate as a group with Mark Herstad of NASW 
to see if we can begin to strategize about this dilemma.  It was suggested that we might 
want to meet with the Hospital Administrator’s Association to discuss this issue and the 
subsequent impact it has on services to the mentally ill residents of Wisconsin.  A vast 
majority of the mental health services provided to the mentally ill residents of Wisconsin 
are provided by Master level social workers.  Clients that do not receive the necessary 
treatment often end up incarcerated, which ultimately increases the fiscal cost to the 
state.  The lack of treatment also impacts the quality of life for the mentally ill citizens, 
and creates a ripple affect in communities.  
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IV. International Field Placement Collaboration – Jeanne Wagner discussed the 
issue of international field placements and proposed a WI Field Director Consortium 
collaboration.  Many school and colleges in Wisconsin provide social work educational 
opportunities and field placements in foreign countries.  Extensive resources are 
needed to develop and manage these opportunities.  With a collaboration, resources 
can be shared and Wisconsin social work students can have increased opportunities for 
international education.  Jeanne created an Excel form where Consortium members can 
include their school’s international opportunities.  The completed form will be shared 
with all consortium members who can share the opportunities with their respective 
students.   
 
V. Student Termination from Field Placement – Nationally social work programs 
have experienced difficulties with students and their ability to function adequately in the 
program and in the field practicum.  UW-Whitewater created a comprehensive program 
manual and student contract to address the expectations of the students.  System legal 
reviewed and approved this manual and contract and it has proved very effective in 
addressing student problems before they enter the field practicum.  Mike recommended 
involving the University legal department early in the process as new policies and 
procedures are developed and he also recommends that programs request approval in 
writing from the legal department.   
 
UW-Whitewater refers students with an identified problem or issue to an Ad Hoc 
committee as one of the steps in the review process.  If a recommendation is made to 
terminate the student from the field practicum a letter is sent to the student outlining the 
reasons for the dismissal recommendation.  A request is made of the student to write a 
response to the allegations in writing and the disposition considers the student’s 
perspective of the issue. 
 
Mike will send Jeanne Wagner the manual electronically and Jeanne will forward to the 
Consortium list serve.  Mike Wallace also wrote an article about this issue. 
 
The University of Texas @ Austin has created an excellent BSW handbook which BPD 
recommends as a model for other programs. 
 
VI. Drug Testing In Practicum – Jeanne shared a recent situation where a student 
was asked to provide a urine sample for a pre-placement drug screen and the drop was 
positive for marijuana and the student was subsequently terminated form her field 
placement.  While this issue is not widespread it has occurred in other schools and 
warrants language in the field manual to address the potential consequences of a 
positive drug test during the practicum. 
 
VII. Advanced Field Instructor Training Modules – UW-Milwaukee is working on 
advanced training for field instructors.  The modules will be shared with the Consortium 
members after completion. 
 
Next meeting:  10/04/07 9:00 A.M.- 12:00 P.M. 
 


